Complex Substation
Thermal Monitoring

INTRODUCTION
With the industrial development The POWER Substations are moving quickly toward
the direction of high voltage, larger units
and larger capacity and at the same time
the requirements and the demand for re-
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liability is getting higher than ever . Due to
the dynamics , demand for electricity and
loads and weather conditions components
temperatures is generally constantly slowly changing.
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ABOUT
PowerView temperature monitor offers
real-timel measurement and smart
monitoring of the the temperatures of
several points, such as cable joint, knife
contact, high voltage switchgear contact or copper platoon connection point
,cable connectors, copper connections,
switch contacts, reactors, capacitors,
arc-suppression coil etc which are
easily overheated. When faults in this
components happen - the temperature often changes suddenly. The contingency and emergency of equipment
temperature faults decide the fatality
of temperature faults. Once the fault
appears, there will be heavy loss. The
faults caused by overheating of electrical equipment or materials are mostly
related to large current due to numerous reasons such as insulation failure
, bad contacts pour craftmanship or
material imperfection etc..
Our Complete process monitoring uses
multiple Flir A310 thermal imaging cameras which are
installed on different locations https://
www.flir.com/products/a310/
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FLIR A310
The FLIR A310 is a fixed-mounted thermal
imaging camera that can be installed almost anywhere to monitor your critical
equipment and other valuable assets. The
camera can safeguard your plant and
measure temperature differences to assess the criticality of a given situation. This
allows you to see problems before they
become costly failures, preventing downtime and enhancing worker safety.

ing you to optimize your quality needs.
The software and and system solution
can a custom combination of diagnostic
screens, graphs/charts, temperature profiles and immediate operator notification.

EXCELLENT IMAGE QUALITY
The FLIR A310 features a 320 x 240pixel vanadium oxide (VOx) microbolometer that
detects temperature differences as small
as 50 mK.
INDUSTRIAL PROTOCOLS
Ethernet/IP, Modbus TCP compliant for
sharing analysis and alarm results to a
PLC; digital inputs/outputs are available
for alarms, external equipment control.
BUILT-IN ANALYSIS &amp; ALARM
The A310 offers spot, area, and difference
temperature measurement, and can alarm
as a function of analysis, internal temperature, or digital input.
The real-time infrared thermal data is processed to a control computer running on
Intelligent software with preset end and
trend limits for analytical trending, analysis and smart decision making. Different
algorithms apply to temperature measurements that result in indication alarms.
An alarm is indicated when the differences between phase temperatures exceed a
fixed threshold this system will provide the
best and most reliable information allowCOMPLEX Transformers, Bushings and OLTC monitoring Solutions
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398-2416 Main St
Vancouver BC V5T 3E2, Canada
Phone: 17788194363
E-mail: info@powerview-energy.com
www.powerview-energy.com

